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Abstract The transverse emittance of an ion beam describes its transverse size as the particles are transported

from a source to a target. It allows for predicting beam losses in limiting apertures and the beam focus size at the

target. Various definitions and issues are discussed. The most common and emerging measuring techniques

are presented, including their advantages. Several methods of emittance data analysis, their accuracy and

trustworthiness, are discussed.
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1 Introduction

The normalized emittance of a charged particle

beam is conserved along its axis of propagation (Liou-

ville’s theorem) as long as the particles are subjected

to conservative forces, such as the electric and mag-

netic fields used for their transport
[1]

. Hence the emit-

tance allows for designing minimum-loss beam trans-

port systems and for predicting those losses. This is

important for charged particle beam facilities in their

quest for higher target yields, and essential for high-

power accelerators where losses limit operation.

The transverse emittance is the four-dimensional

distribution of all position coordinates along the two

transverse configuration-space directions and their as-

sociated velocity coordinates. Sometimes emittances

are given as volumes Vxy or as orthogonal, two- di-

mensional projections Ax and Ay that are occupied by

a certain fraction of the beam. But most frequently,

the emittances ε are given as semi-axis products of

equal-area (/-volume hyper-) ellipses.

Vxy = εxy ·π
2
6 εx ·εy ·π

2/χ = Ax ·Ay/χ .

The equal sign applies for uncorrelated x and y

coordinates. The shape-dependent form factor χ is

about 2. Emittances are the product of a length

and an angle with units of m·rad, mm·mrad, or sim-

ply m or µm. Semi-axes products are often given

with the unit “π·m·rad,” where π is a symbol and

not a multiplier, which follows a rather unconven-

tional suggestion
[1]

. Confusion is avoided by stating

whether the given values represent volumes, areas, or

semi-axis products.

The interest in emittance emerged with the devel-

opment of accelerators, and several reviews have been

published
[1—4]

. This paper gives a brief overview and

an update on the most popular and emerging tech-

niques for measuring and analyzing transverse emit-

tances of low-energy charged-particle beams.

2 Measuring emittance areas

An adjustable lens and two beam profile monitors

separated by a field-free drift length L, or alterna-

tively two sets of adjustable slits and a large accep-

tance Faraday cup downstream of the second slit, are
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sufficient to determine the emittance area occupied

by a certain fraction of the beam, e.g. ε90%: while

one set of slits is fully open, both jaws of the other

set and the lens are tuned until the Faraday cup reads

a 95% transmission through the smallest possible slit

width dW, the diameter of the tuned beam waist.

Then, without further tuning, the open slit set

is closed until each jaw reduces the current by 2.5%,

yielding slit-opening d. According to the ellipse prop-

agation equation
[3—5]

, the 90% area emittance is

ε90% = dW ·(d2−d2
W)1/2/(4 ·L) .

Alternatively, a more convenient procedure is

available after the len’s focal strength has been accu-

rately characterized: the multi-gradient method de-

termines the emittance area from the beam diame-

ters measured with a single beam profile probe for

different lens settings. Similarly, the multi-position

method determines the emittance area from the beam

diameters measured in different locations, if all the

beam transport elements between the different loca-

tions have been accurately characterized. For both

methods, three beam diameters are sufficient to de-

termine the emittance area, while additional diame-

ters allow for assessing its uncertainty
[1, 4]

.

These methods measure the emittance area but

provide no information on the distribution of the

beam, and therefore do not allow for accurate pre-

dictions of losses. Low-energy beams especially ben-

efit from measuring the distribution of the beam

emittance, because their emittance ellipses are often

distorted
[4]

.

3 2-slit emittance scanners

Measuring 2-dimensional emittance distributions

requires a slit to sample the beam position distribu-

tion and a downstream device to measure the trajec-

tory angle distribution for each measured position.

Low- energy beams are best sampled
[6]

with the slits

shown in Fig. 1, where the slit taper angle θs exceeds

the maximum trajectory angle x′

max to keep the side

of the slit in the shadow of the beam. This avoids

grazing surface scattering, which changes the trajec-

tory angles. Depending on the beam power, these

slits may have to be actively cooled because either of

them has to stop up to 100% of the beam. The stop-

ping of ∼99% of the beam on the front slits produces

a copious amount of secondary electrons, normally

exceeding the rate of the primary beam current, and

exceeding the sampled beamlet current by several or-

ders of magnitude. These electrons have rather small

energies, rarely exceeding 20eV, and therefore can be

easily controlled.

Fig. 1. Two slits and a fully shielded, sup-

pressed Faraday cup yield accurate emittance

distributions.

Fig. 2. Artifact-free emittance data from a 2-

slit scanner.

Scanning the second slit and measuring the pass-

ing beam current with a Faraday cup measures the

trajectory angle distribution of the sampled beam-

let. The Faraday cup needs to be fully shielded to

assure the exclusion of contributions from the sec-

ondary electrons produced by the discarded beam.

In addition, the entrance to the Faraday cup needs

to have a negatively-biased suppressor to prevent the

escape of secondary electrons as well as to prevent

low-energy electrons from entering. While secondary

electrons are easily repelled, several hundred volts are

normally preferred to assure the exclusion of elec-

trons traveling with the beam such as convoy elec-

trons (Ee ≈ Ei ·me/mi), as well as binary encounter
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electrons (Ee ≈ 4·Ei·me/mi), where E and m represent

the ion and electron energy and mass as indicated by

the subscripts, respectively. This produces artifact-

free data as one can see in Fig. 2, where the beam

current signals are surrounded by a background of

noise with a random pattern of small positive (white)

and small negative (black) signals
[7]

.

4 Multi-collectors and wire harps

It takes a long time to measure the emittance dis-

tribution when precisely scanning two independent

slits, because there are n·m position combinations

needed for a distribution with n beam positions and

m trajectory angles. Some scanners reduce the acqui-

sition time by measuring the trajectory angle distri-

bution with a wire harp or a multi-collector
[4]

. The

small currents collected by the wires or collectors are

converted by an array of amplifiers. Analog zeroing

of the amplifiers leaves a small bias that varies among

amplifiers, which should be eliminated by digitally ze-

roing each amplifier based on data obtained without

real beam current.

It is common to apply a bias voltage to the wires

or collectors. Applying a positive voltage prevents the

escape of secondary electrons produced by the sam-

pled beam, but allows for cross-talk between neigh-

boring probes and can attract some of the many elec-

trons generated by the discarded beam. Applying

a negative voltage multiplies the signal from posi-

tive ions, while the signals from negative ions can

decrease, vanish, or increase depending on the sec-

ondary electron emission coefficient. This coefficient

depends on the properties of the ions and the sur-

face, where the surface properties can change with

beam exposure and time. In addition, an insufficient

positive voltage (including zero or negative voltages)

produces signals for intercepted photons and ener-

getic neutral particles. These phenomena can create

artifacts unrelated to the beam of interest and com-

promise the accuracy of the measurement. Fig. 3,

for example, shows a beam probed with a slit and a

multi-collector. The expanding beam is seen as dark,

tilted ellipses, where a small flux of neutrals and/or

photons produced the diagonal line.

Fig. 3. Artifact infested data from a multi-collector.

5 Electric sweep- and allison-scanners

Electric scans can be significantly faster than me-

chanical scans and substantially reduce the data ac-

quisition time. Several electric sweep scanners were

developed that allowed for displaying the beam emit-

tance instantaneously on an oscilloscope
[8]

as shown

in Fig. 4. Electric sweep scanners are normally in-

stalled in separate beam lines due to the insertion

length required for the three deflectors.

Fig. 4. Scopes display the emittance from elec-

tric sweeps.

Early in the 1980ies, Allison found a good compro-

mise by combining an electric trajectory-angle sweep

with a mechanical beam-position sweep
[9]

. Being re-

duced to a single deflector allows for mounting the en-

tire scanner on a single motion feed-through and for

insertion through a 15—20 cm-diameter port. Typ-

ical designs use a solid mounting base to assure an

accurate alignment of the two slits, which is impor-

tant for low-divergence beams.

Figure 5 shows an Allison scanner with an effec-

tive length Leff
[10]

and a gap g between the deflector

plates. Ions with an energy per charge of U and an

angle x′ require deflection voltages ±V of

V = 2 ·U ·x′ ·(g/Leff) or x′ = V ·Leff/(2 ·g ·U)

The gap limits the angular acceptance to x′

max =

2 · g/Leff. Ideally, this matches the limit of the volt-

age supplies V0, which leads to the design equation

V0
∼= x′

max
2 ·U0, where U0 is the highest ion energy

per charge and xmax the largest trajectory angle to

be measured
[11]

.
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Fig. 5. Allison scanners scan trajectory angles

electrically.

Ions backscattering from the deflector plates pro-

duce small artifacts
[12]

that can be eliminated by

stair-casing the deflector plates with an angle x′

sc =

(8)1/2 · g/Leff
[11]

. The results are artifact-free emit-

tance data, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Artifact free data from a stair-cased Al-

lison scanner.

6 Pepper pot emittance scanners

Measured x, x′ and y, y′ emittance distributions of

rectangular or elliptical beams yield a complete char-

acterization for most beams. However, measuring the

full 4-dimensional emittance x, y, x′, y′ can be ben-

eficial for beams with highly complex distributions,

such as ECRIS beams
[13]

, as well as non-symmetric

beams propagating through solenoids and non-sector

dipole magnets, where the transverse magnetic force

couples the x and y coordinates.

Four-dimensional distributions require nx·ny·mx′ ·

my′ data to be acquired, which would take pro-

hibitively long with standard scanners. As shown in

Fig. 7, pepper-pot scanners circumvent the acquisi-

tion time problem by sampling a small, but regularly-

distributed fraction of the beam with a pepper-pot

plate and simultaneously measuring the dislocations

of the many beamlets. The distance between the

pepper-pot plate and the screen is normally ad-

justable to allow for sufficient transverse dislocation

without overlapping images.

Fig. 7. Pepper pot scanners record 4-

dimensional emittances.

Quantitative measurements were originally very

time-consuming because they required photographic

emulsions to be developed and analyzed
[1]

. The ad-

vent of small, high-resolution cameras with high-

speed electronic read-outs rekindled interest in these

scanners. Nowadays they can yield 4-dimensional

emittance results in a split-second, which can elim-

inate cooling requirements
[14]

. If the beam is suf-

ficiently large, pepper-pot emittance scanners yield

incredibly detailed information on the beam emit-

tance structure
[13]

. However, accurate emittance val-

ues remain a challenge because of the linearity of the

recorded light level versus the incident beam current

and the many artifacts that can be produced by the

scattered light.

7 Extracting areas from distribution

data

To correctly predict the transmission through

tight collimators, their acceptance (hyper-) ellipses

(or parallelograms) need to be fitted to the emit-

tance data until the ellipses include the maximum

possible current. This is cumbersome and of lim-

ited merit because the area of this ellipse is not sub-

ject to Louisville’s conservation law. It is therefore

simpler and more practical to evaluate areas with a

perimeter following a constant current density if of

the measured current distribution, because this area

is conserved
[1]

.

The true fraction needs to be calculated from the

measured distribution by dividing the sum of the sig-

nals within the boundary by the sum of all signals.
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It is important that the data have been digitally ze-

roed because a small bias can cause a significant er-

ror, due to the dominating majority of the signal-

free background data
[4]

. However, most commonly

the fraction f is expressed with respect to the maxi-

mum measured peak current ipk, with f=(1−if)/ipk.

For Gaussian distributions this equals the fraction of

the included current, but can significantly deviate for

non-Gaussian distributions
[4]

.

Area emittance values lack information on the

shape, and are therefore of limited merit unless the

emittance distribution is nearly elliptical.

8 RMS emittance analysis

The rms emittance calculates the “average dis-

tances from the center of the particle distribution

in the position versus trajectory-angle phase space”

and therefore is sensitive to the shape of the emit-

tance boundary as well as to its distribution within

the boundary. Rms emittances are conserved for lin-

ear forces that are proportional to the position co-

ordinates x and y. Nonlinear forces that distort

the emittance boundaries cause the rms emittance

to increase
[1]

, which make it a sensitive beam quality

indicator:

Ex
rms =

√

〈x2〉 · 〈x′2〉−〈x ·x′〉2,

with

〈x2〉=

∑

all

(x− x̄)2 ·c(x,x′)

∑

all

c(x,x′)
, x̄ =

∑

all

x ·c(x,x′)

∑

all

c(x,x′)
,

〈x′2〉=

∑

all

(x′− x̄′)2 ·c(x,x′)

∑

all

c(x,x′)
, x̄′ =

∑

all

x′ ·c(x,x′)

∑

all

c(x,x′)
,

and

〈x ·x′〉=

∑

all

(x− x̄) ·(x′− x̄′) ·c(x,x′)

∑

all

c(x,x′)
,

To calculate the rms emittance (a semi-axes prod-

uct) of complete distributions, a digital zeroing proce-

dure is essential, because the dominating background

data are multiplied with their (usually large) distance

from the actual current distribution. In addition,

it is beneficial, and sometimes required, to exclude

all background far from the real distribution. Self-

consistent methods provide quality assurance for the

analysis of complete distributions
[4, 7]

.

Artifacts often prohibit the use of self-consistent

methods and one therefore has to resort to the use of

a threshold. A thresholded Gaussian distribution has

an rms emittance which is smaller by the same frac-

tion as the threshold divided by the peak value. How-

ever, the fractional errors are much larger for most ex-

perimental distributions. An versatile analysis code

is available
[4]

.
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